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1

INTRODUCTION

The design of user interfaces (UIs), such as World Wide Web1 pages, usually consists in mapping one
particular problem (e.g., the demands of a customer) to one particular solution (i.e., the UI). This is done
by a human designer, who considers the various design alternatives, by combining different titles, images
and other elements, to eventually select the one to be used. Such a procedure, however, is intrinsically
constrained by the exponential complexity of combining basic elements and the necessity of evaluating the
results empirically with users. Combinatorial complexity suggests the possibility of a systematic search
through the space of possible designs and the experimental evaluation of candidate solutions can clearly
be automated. Therefore, parts of the design process are susceptible to algorithmic optimization.
1 Henceforth

referred to merely as the Web.
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In industrial practice, the usual approach to perform this kind of optimization is through A/B testing
[9], in which two or more versions of a Web page are explicitly defined by a human designer and empirically
tested with visitors in order to find the best one. In the research literature, a number of more sophisticated
approaches have been proposed to automatically generate and optimize UIs. In particular, Evolutionary
Computation [2] (e.g., Genetic Algorithms [11]) has been used [12, 16, 20]. These evolutionary methods
rely on the initial definition of primitive design elements, which are then algorithmically combined and
tested with actual users in order to determine the best combinations in relation to some performance
metric. If users respond positively to the design, its relevance increases; otherwise, it decreases. Although
such approaches cannot guarantee that the globally optimum design (i.e., the design that maximizes the
desired user behavior as measured by the chosen metric) is found, they do allow for an effective search
through the large state-spaces of possible designs that arise from the combinatorial explosion of primitive
elements.
In this article a technology along similar lines, designed to optimize UIs (particularly Web pages), is
proposed. The search is carried out using Genetic Programming (GP) [19], in which each individual is
a possible design and its genome is a program that generates the design.2 A more detailed comparison
with existing UI optimization methods is left for the Section 3. For the moment, it suffices to note the
following features, which together distinguish the approach. First, owing to GP, a tree-like programmatic
genome representation is used instead of a simple sequence of characteristics. It is argued that such a tree
structure is better suited to the task. As we shall see, this follows not only from the fact that programs
are computationally more general than linear representations of features, but also from the observation
that UIs are naturally represented as hierarchies of compositions (e.g., a button within a panel within a
window) and, therefore, a GP approach provides a more appropriate tool to model them. Second, the
fitness of solutions is calculated through the collaborative effort of many users (each user has to interact
with a page only once), instead of depending on the repetitive interaction of a single user (which leads to
the so-called fatigue problem [25]).
To validate the approach, the concrete application of crafting landing pages is used as an experiment.
For commercial Web companies, a key problem concerns what is known as conversion rates: the probability
that a user, once reaching the website, will perform some desired action (such as creating an account or
purchasing a product). The higher such rates are, the lower the costs of customer acquisition is. Landing
pages are special pages in which conversion rates are optimized for a particular audience and to which
promising users can be directed (e.g., after they click on an advertisement). Since the purpose of these
pages is solely to optimize some desirable outcome, it is a very natural place to apply UI optimization
techniques. The experimental hypothesis to be tested, then, becomes this: can the technique generate
optimized landing pages with higher conversion rates in relation to some (fixed) control page? As it will
be seen, the answer is affirmative. The particular experiment presented here was performed with a real
online furniture store3 who desired to collect email addresses for its newsletter through such a page. The
various elements used to perform this experiment will be introduced throughout the article in order both
to make the experiment clear and to illustrate the general technique itself.
The text is organized in the following manner. First, an overview of the fundamental Evolutionary
Computation concepts is provided, mainly with respect to Genetic Algorithms and Genetic Programming,
since the reader might not be familiar with them (Section 2). Next, relevant related work is explored
to position the contribution of the present article (Section 3). The main technical contribution is then
presented and the landing page experiment is also gradually introduced (Section 4). Care is taken to
2 The

technique is implemented in the Scala programming language [15], but the principles described are general and can be
carried out independently.
3 http://www.agnolias.com.br
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explain not only the algorithmic aspects of the approach, but also its methodological characteristics.
The actual experimental results are given afterwards (Section 5). The main such result is a successful
experiment which validates the approach and uses the exact algorithm presented. A previous failed
experiment, based on an earlier version of the algorithm, is also provided in order to establish a contrast
with the final successful version. This experimental baseline highlights some critical features of the
approach that had to be found empirically. Finally, the article concludes (Section 6).

2

EVOLUTIONARY COMPUTATION OVERVIEW

Evolutionary Computation (EC) groups all techniques inspired by the process of biological evolution
to solve computational problems [2]. Among these techniques, this article is concerned specifically with
Genetic Programming (GP) [19], which can be understood as a particular kind of Genetic Algorithm
(GA) [11]. Below a brief overview of GAs is provided and then it is explained in what respects GP is
different.
GAs are search algorithms in which, at any given time, there are a number of candidate solutions defined.
Each such solution is called an individual and collectively they form a population. Each individual has a
genome (often referred to as the individual’s chromosomes as well) which encodes its unique characteristics
as genes. As in Biology, genes must be expressed somehow in order to generate the individual’s observable
characteristics, that is to say, its phenotype. Once available, a phenotype can be evaluated by a fitness
function, which defines how good or bad a solution that particular individual is.4
A GA begins with an initial and possibly random population. It then repeats the following cycle. First,
individuals are evaluated and then some of the best are selected for mating. Mating consists in producing
a new individual from existing ones (typically from two parents). To do so, the parents’ genomes are
used in two operations that yield the child’s genome: a crossover, which mixes the parental genomes;
and a mutation, which changes randomly the resulting mixed genome. Once children are produced, the
whole population is evaluated again and the worst individuals (as measured by their fitness and perhaps
other auxiliary considerations) are excluded so that the size of the population remains as it was before
reproduction. In this manner, the GA is able to explore the relevant solutions and create new ones in a
directed manner, which gradually moves the population towards better solutions. In principle, the GA
does not need to terminate, the cycle can be repeated forever. In practice, however, stopping criteria are
usually defined, such as convergence criteria or simply a maximum number of cycles.
Traditionally, GAs’ chromosomes are sequences of features. The most basic such sequence contains
binary entries, but other kinds of elements are possible. For instance, in a numeric optimization problem,
the chromosome can be a sequence with the objective function’s real-valued inputs. Another example,
closer to the application described in this article, is a sequence of UI features, such as the colors of various
UI elements.
GP, in turn, is a kind of GA in which chromosomes are not just sequences of attributes, but whole
structured programs. Since programs can be represented by syntax trees, in GP the genome is no longer a
sequence, but a tree. Moreover, its phenotype is defined by the execution of this program. Such a tree-like
structure brings some advantages for UI representation, which are examined in Section 4.2 later in the
article.
When the relevant fitness function depends not only on some predefined computation but also on an
external input (e.g., from a human user), the technique is called Interactive Evolutionary Computation
4 This

terminology is standard in the area, but it may become confusing in the context of Human-Computer Interaction.
Because the word “individual”, when not used in the technical sense described here, may refer to people, in the present
text the following convention is adopted. Throughout the article, a “user” always denotes a human who interacts with the
system. An “individual”, on the other hand, always denotes a candidate solution of the genetic algorithm.
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(IEC) [25]. Specific variations exist depending on the algorithm used, such as Interactive Genetic Algorithm
(IGA) and Interactive Genetic Programming (IGP). IEC has been extensively used to optimize systems
employing user interaction as part of the fitness function, including systems in computer graphics [23],
image processing [18], music [1] and also UI generation, which is detailed below.

3

RELATED WORK

Automated UI generation, optimization and evaluation has been explored in the broad area of HumanComputer Interaction through the use of various techniques. Rule-based and domain-specific template
technology have been proposed by Nichols et al. [13, 14], and automatic UI tailoring for multiple devices
has been explored by Raneburger et al. [21]. Although the work reported in the present article is quite
different, it does employ the idea of reusable interface components and composition rules for UI generation.
Toomim et al. [27], in turn, have proposed the crowdsourcing of user preference estimation, which is
applicable in many contexts, including the present approach. Gajos et al. [6] developed Supple, a
sophisticated way to optimize UI design a priori, by casting the problem as a mathematical optimization
problem. Given declarative definitions of widgets and other UI elements, as well as suitable user and
device cost functions based on known design principles, Supple is capable of creating UIs which are
optimal with respect to the constraints provided without any a posteriori experimentation to guide
the process. Tran et al. [28] have proposed a method to generate abstract UIs from task models, also
without incorporating user behavior directly. Other similar examples exist [10, 17, 29]. Indeed, none of
these techniques measure actual user behavior to guide the generation and optimization, but instead
rely on design rules and heuristics. This contrasts with IEC approaches in general and with the present
work in particular, in which constant user feedback is essential during the whole process. This allows
optimizations that depend not only on the layout of the UI, but also on its actual contents (e.g., images,
texts, etc.), which might affect user behavior in ways that cannot be known beforehand (e.g., that a user
is motivated to act by certain subjects only).
With respect to IEC literature, the present work can be classified as an IGP applied to user interfaces
(or partly, as Takagi [25] puts it, editorial design) and some similar approaches can be found. Monmarche
et al. [12] present an IGA for the generation of style sheets of HTML5 pages. Similarly, Oliver et al. [16]
show an IGA capable of optimizing page style and also some rudimentary properties of layout. Quiroz
et al. [20], in turn, provide a similar method, but instead of using HTML pages, they optimize user
interface specifications written in the XUL language. In all cases, the same user is required to evaluate
different versions of the design, which leads to the so-called fatigue problem. The present approach
avoids this issue simply by diluting the required user feedback among a large set of users, each providing
only one evaluation (in the form of measurable actions). Gatarski [7] reports a successful case study of
advertisement banner optimization in which a similar way of evaluating individuals is taken.
Tamburrelli and Margara [26] have recently cast the notion of A/B testing in terms of Search-Based
Software Engineering [8] concepts and used GAs to address it. Their work is different with respect
to the IEC approaches seen above mainly in that they adopt a program instrumentation technology.
Nevertheless, it seems that the underlying chromosomes are not themselves programs, but sequences
of features. Genetify [3] is a somewhat similar approach, but instead of Java, it targets HTML page
optimization via JavaScript.
All of these IEC methods employ sequences of characteristics as genomes, whereas the proposed
approach uses structured programs. This has two main advantages: the structure of the genomes matches
that of the UIs themselves, which allows more general specification abstractions; and programs can be
5 Hyper

Text Markup Language.
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extended with more statements to allow the composition of different kinds of UIs, whereas sequences of
characteristics are just parameters for an existing structure and therefore cannot be readily extended to
allow greater expressive power. These features are further explored in Section 4.2 below.

4

USER INTERFACE OPTIMIZATION

There are five main aspects to the proposed technique, namely: design elements, which provide the
fundamental material with which to build the UIs; genomes, which are programs that combine such
elements in various ways; the evolutionary algorithm itself; the methodological implications of the
technology; and the application domains to which it is suitable. Let us now examine each of these aspects.

4.1

Design Elements

The optimization of UI composition depends, first of all, on the availability of primitive UI building
blocks. In practice, these are simple creative elements provided by a designer. For example, a designer
may define several possibilities of page title, introductory text and background image. Algorithmically,
these elements provide a source of variation required for the GP search.
In the experiment, the primitive design elements used are of two kinds: pieces of HTML that provide a
template to specific parts of the page; and content variations (e.g., titles, taglines, features, headings,
etc.). For example, here are some variations for the title and tagline of the page6 :
• Title variations: “Learn how to furnish your home with style and sustainability”; “Lovely and
recycled furniture”; “Good taste, recycled”; “Sustainability and decor in one place”.
• Tagline variations: “Charming for your home, excellent for the Planet.”; “Leave your email and get
eligible for a special discount.”; “We build lovely things out of recycled wood. Let’s talk.”
In practice, these and other content elements are provided as inputs to the genetic program, which
uses them to initialize variables.

4.2

Genome Structure

Genetic Programming is characterized by the use of program trees instead of linear sequence of data
to represent chromosomes. This practice is followed here, but a second genetic component beyond the
program tree is also added, namely, a set of variables. Hence, the genome structure has two components:
• Program tree. A program that, when executed, generates a UI.
• Variables. A mapping from names to values, which can be accessed by programs.
A tree-like genome matches more closely the structure of UIs themselves, which have sections, subsections,
components, subcomponents and other nested entities. This brings a number of advantages in relation to
linear genomes which are leveraged in the present work:
• When manipulating genetic representations, it is convenient to be able to move or mutate meaningful
units of the UI (e.g., a subsection). This is simple in a tree, in which it suffices to know the root
node of the unit concerned, whereas in a linear genome this notion is not straightforward and would
have to be encoded somehow.
• The specification of the possible UIs can be given as a structured program, so that sub-structures
in the program correspond to sub-structures in the generated UIs. This allows the intelligible
specification of complex design possibilities. See Figure 1 and the program snippet in Section 4.2.1
below.
6 The

experiment was performed in the Brazilian market and all content is originally written in Portuguese. Here that
content is provided translated to English. Moreover, only some of the variations are shown, for the purpose of illustration.
The full experiment specification is much longer.
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Fig. 1. A simplified genome encoded as a tree. It represents a UI composed of a sequence of two sections, namely, the
Welcome and the Portfolio sections. There are some choices of layouts for these sections. Moreover, variables (title and
color) are referenced at the leaves (the mapping of names to values is not shown but assumed to exist). The thicker
arrows denote one possible set of fixed choices that would result in a concrete solution.

• Non-deterministic choices can be easily modeled as different branches, which allows for the specification of various design possibilities. When the genome is first created, these choices are said to
be free and represent a non-deterministic computation. However, once the genome is expressed, a
concrete, deterministic, path is taken and the choice becomes fixed. To do this, the structure of the
program tree is not changed, only a marker is added to signal which choice was made. The reason
to preserve the complete structure is both to permit the selection to be changed later (via mutation)
and to allow a simpler crossover operation among different genomes (more details in Section 4.3).
Note the thicker arrows in Figure 1, which denote one possible set of fixed choices that would result
in a concrete solution.
• Since nodes in the tree are program statements of some kind, it follows that new statements can be
added to the language to increase its power of expression. For example, a new kind of widget can be
made available to designers by simply adding a new program statement to the underlying language.
Indeed, because genomes are programs, to specify the possible UIs one needs only to write a program,
as described in the next section.
4.2.1 Program Statements. The main component of genomes is the program tree, which is itself built
of simpler program statements7 . Let us explore some of the most important such statements by means of
an example, a simplified snippet from the experiment:
Include(LeadGenBlock, variation = 1,
Sequence(
Choice(
Define("opacity", "0.2"),
Define("opacity", "0.4")
),
ParameterValue("title" -> Reference("title")),
ParameterValue("tagline" -> Reference("tagline")),
7 It

would be more accurate to refer to these as program expressions, since they all reduce to values. However, because
the word “expression” is also used with another sense in the Evolutionary Computing literature (i.e., the execution of a
genome), the term “statement” is used instead.
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// (...) more parameters after this.
)
)

An Include statement defines that the variation 1 of the template block LeadGenBlock must be
included.8 The parameters for this template piece are calculated by the substatements of a Sequence
statement. The first substatement is a non-deterministic Choice which defines a styling property, namely,
the opacity of the background. It is either 0.2 or 0.4. Then, the title and tagline parameters are set
through ParameterValue statements. The Reference statements, in turn, fetch the value from a variable
of the same name that has been defined by the system based on the content variations provided. This
use of variables allows the decoupling of the genetic program and the particular contents used (e.g., the
same program could be used for a different business, provided that the content elements were properly
changed). While there are many variations of title and tagline, each set of variations is assigned a name.
In the program, only the name of the set is required (e.g., “title”), the system picks a random value among
all the possible ones. Alternatively, one could have explicitly defined this Choice in the program, like it
was done for the opacity property. Though not shown, the whole Include statement is followed by other
Includes, which define other parts of the page (e.g., a portfolio section, which shows some products of
the store). Note the compositional nature of this program, particularly its hierarchical structures, which
provide a clear way to organize the design choices.
4.2.2 Genome Expression. A genome is expressed by executing the program that constitutes it. The
main effect of such an execution is the rendering of a UI (i.e., HTML), which is the final artifact that is
displayed to users and with which they interact. This proceeds as a regular program execution, except
that when non-deterministic choices are found (e.g., the Choice statement in the program snippet seen
above, which selects a value for the opacity variable), they must be fixed and then the selected branch is
executed in turn.
After the UI is rendered, the user’s action are monitored and recorded. For instance, if the user submits
an email through a form found in the UI, this action is recorded. The algorithm uses these action data to
update the fitness of the GP individual that generated the corresponding UI, a process that is explained
in the next section.

4.3

Algorithm

The fitness of any particular individual depends on how likely it is to elicit a desirable action on users. But
this information can only be estimated after many trials of the individual with different users. Thus, it is
not possible to devise a fitness function to assign, at once, a value to a genome. Rather, it is necessary to
define an incremental fitness function, which is capable of gradually calculating the score of each genome.
This is achieved by presenting the renderings induced by each individual to users. Once a user observes
one such rendering, he or she may take various actions (e.g., submit a form, click a link, select an
option). These actions are recorded and used to update the fitness of the related individual. Therefore,
the algorithm is divided in two major steps, presented below: (i) recruiting and processing users; and (ii)
evolving the GP population. Some considerations concerning optimization are also provided afterwards.
4.3.1 Recruiting Users. Let us assume that a steady supply of new users is available. To each new user,
a GP individual from the population is presented and the user’s actions are recorded, in order to be
employed according to Algorithm 1 to drive one iteration of the optimization.
8 This

piece provides a form for the user to submit his or her email. In Marketing, that is called a lead generation form.
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Algorithm 1: Recruit(user , population, timeout)
Input: A user user , a set of GP individuals population, its base size and a duration timeout .
Output: An updated GP individual.
let individual be a random individual from population;
Render individual to user ;
Wait timeout;
actions := actions of user w.r.t. the rendered UI;
ActionScore(individual) := ActionScore(individual) + ActionsValue(actions);
ExpressionCount(individual) := ExpressionCount(individual) + 1;
Fitness(individual) := ActionScore(individual) / ExpressionCount(individual);
if ShouldEvolve?(size) then
Evolve(population)
return individual
The procedure is simple but requires a few comments:
• The timeout value is the time that the user needs to decide which actions (if any) he or she will
perform on the rendered UI. For instance, one may assume this duration to be 30 minutes for a
simple landing page optimization.
• The ActionsValue function computes the integer value of a set of actions. The exact values of each
possible action are defined in an application-specific manner.
• ActionScore(individual) and ExpressionCount(individual) denote the total score of an individual
and how many times an individual has been expressed (i.e., shown to a user), respectively. The
fitness of the individual, Fitness(individual), is simply the former divided by the latter, which
corresponds to the conversion rate of the individual. Such a fitness definition allows for its gradual
computation over many presentations of the individual. When created, individuals start with an
expression count of 1 and an action score of 0.001 (for mathematical convenience, fitness is always
greater than zero).
• The ShouldEvolve?(size) auxiliary procedure determines whether this user should trigger a GP
evolution. This must not always be the case, because otherwise GP individuals may get little feedback
before they are eliminated from the population. In the experiments performed, evolution takes
place at every nt h recruited user, where n = 3 × size and the base size is how many individuals the
population contains initially (15 in the experiment). In other words, on average each GP individual
is expressed three times and therefore receives feedback from three different users. This particular
choice of n is empirical and more details about it are given in the experimental results of Section 5.
The actual source of users for the experiment was an advertising campaign9 designed to reach the
store’s target audience. The advertisement invites users to subscribe to the newsletter, but does not reveal
that an experiment is taking place.
4.3.2 Evolution. The evolution algorithm itself follows a rather standard overall structure (see Algorithm
2). Some of its particularities are commented below.
The Best procedure employs a roulette wheel method to select n pairs of parents (where n = 12 in the
experiment). Through such a selection process, each existing individual has a probability proportional to
its current fitness of being chosen.
9 Using

Facebook Ads (https://www.facebook.com/business/products/ads)
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Algorithm 2: Evolve(population, size)
Input: A set of GP individuals population and its base size.
Output: A new set of (evolved) individuals.
Eliminate the worst individuals in population such that only size individuals remain;
foreach {parent 1 , parent 2 } ∈ Best(population) do
child := Crossover(parent 1 , parent 2 );
child := Mutate(child);
population := population ∪ {child };
Record average fitness of individuals in population;
population := population ∪ RandomIndividuals(α · size);
return population

During some initial tests, it was found that the lack of diversity of individuals after a few generations
was detrimental to the algorithm’s performance. In order to address this issue in a simple manner, a last
step was included, through which random individuals (a proportion α of the population’s size, which was
set to 20% in the experiment) are added to the population.
As explained previously, an individual’s genome has two components: a program tree and a variables
mapping. Crossover and mutation operators must, therefore, account for both.
Crossover. For simplicity, the Crossover operation assumes that all program trees have the same
structure. The difference among genomes lies in whether non-deterministic choices are fixed or free, a
property assigned to nodes that represent such choices. Under this assumption, the operation randomly
exchanges sub-trees that have equivalent root nodes (i.e., are in the same structural position in each tree),
starting at the root of both parent trees and proceeding recursively downwards in each. Such a procedure
produces a new program tree that has the same structure as the parents but which may differ on which
choices are actually selected.
With respect to the variables mapping, the crossover merely creates a child mapping such that: (i) it
contains all names present in both parents; (ii) if a name has different values in each parent, the child is
assigned one of them randomly (up to a limit of assignments, after which the values found on the first
parent are picked). This simple strategy ensures that any variable needed by the new child program is
available.
Mutation. Mutation affects program trees only with respect to which non-deterministic choices are
fixed. So if a choice is fixed on alternative 1, the mutation operator will either leave it as it is or, with a
certain probability, change it to alternative 2. Variables mappings, in turn, are not affected by mutation.
Mutation probability is dynamic. When the fitness of individuals over generations is improving quickly,
mutation probability is reduced. On the other hand, when growth becomes slow, mutation probability is
increased. Speed is measured using the slope of the linear regression of the last n (where n = 5 in the
experiment) recorded average individual fitness values.
Mutation is a source of fresh variability, since it inserts choices that might not be present in the original
population. Nevertheless, in its current form it was found to be insufficient. Hence, the last step in
Algorithm 2 was introduced. It is possible, however, that an improved mutation operator might fully
solve the problem of variability. For instance, mutation could not only change fixed choices, but also
create new, structurally different, random sub-trees. In this case, the crossover operation would also have
to be more sophisticated in order to account for program trees with different structures.
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4.3.3 Optimization Aspects. If few UI compositions are possible, there is no need to use an EC
approach such as the one proposed here, because it is possible to actually extensively experiment with
each composition and obtain statistically strong guarantees of performance. This is the case, for instance,
when a limited number of Web pages are manually crafted by designers and fully experimented with (i.e.,
A/B testing). However, when UIs are generated from the combination of basic elements, the problem
quickly becomes intractable given its exponential nature. In practice, this affects even relatively simple UIs:
10 content blocks each having 6 alternatives (the same order of magnitude used in the experiment reported
in this article) yields 610 potential compositions, which would require millions of users to exhaustively
test and obtain a strong statistical guarantee of global optimality. This is the matter addressed by the
present approach and which justifies the use of EC.
Like any other approach based on EC, the proposed one cannot guarantee that a globally optimal
solution will be found. Rather, the aim is to find increasingly better compositions, which typically means
that local optima will be found during the algorithm’s execution. This is achieved in part by employing
randomization processes to guide the search (e.g., crossover and mutation), hence making the present
approach an instance of Stochastic Optimization [24] and allowing the analysis of large state-spaces.

4.4

Methodological Considerations

The methodological core of the present approach is this: instead of conceiving one particular solution
to a design problem, designers should conceive a family of solutions. In practice, this works as follows.
The designer must consider the general structures that he or she thinks might be part of a good design,
such as the possible layouts of a page or the presence or absence of menus and toolbars. These possible
structures are then specified as programs. The possible contents of primitive elements, such as text values
or images, are then specified as possible values that the program variables may take. Finally, the program
and these basic content elements are subject to the optimization algorithm. The designer may choose to
run the algorithm for some time and then pick the best composition at that point or simply allow the
algorithm to run indefinitely, hence constantly adapting the UI to new user behavior.
Note that although automated optimizations can test many combinations, the fundamental combinatorial
problem remains intractable, it is not possible to explore all options. Therefore, one cannot simply, say,
request that all colors should be tested; rather, it is necessary to select a limited set of basic colors – and
this selection emanates from the style of the designer making it. In this manner, the technique proposed
here can be understood as a way to make designers more productive, not as a way to replace them; the
ultimate objective is to augment human intellect (cf. Engelbart [5]).
The designer should have a few general themes in mind and select composition elements in accordance
with those themes. Instead of trying to imagine every combination of the elements provided (exponential
complexity), he or she is only expected to to relate each content element with a small set of themes
(quadratic complexity). Combination of elements can then be fully delegated to the algorithm for three
reasons:
• Nonsensical or otherwise bad combinations will not perform well and, therefore, will be automatically
eliminated;
• Good combinations are likely to exist (and prosper) because of the base themes chosen;
• Surprisingly effective combinations may emerge, some which designers would not have thought
about. This is particularly interesting because it suggests a kind of artificial creativity to supplement
the designer’s own creative process.
The present article considers only the fundamental characteristics of the proposed approach, not the
final tools that can be built upon this base. However, because the genetic programs described here are
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structurally close to what is actually seen by the user, it is clear that tools can be built to ease the
designer’s task of writing such programs. These would be similar to the existing graphical tools that
allow non-programmers to create HTML documents. The difference would be the inclusion of proper
provisions to account for the specificities of the present approach, such as how to graphically specify
multiple variations of an element. In this manner, the approach could scale better to designers who prefer
to use graphical tools.

4.5

Application Domains

Applications of the approach are not limited to Web pages seeking to improve conversion rates. Any user
interface design that can be specified as a program and whose success is tied to a measurable metric can,
in principle, be subject to IEC in general and to the proposed method in particular. Web pages were
used in the experiments reported here simply because this is easier to implement in practice. To optimize,
say, a desktop software would require users to download it and the software to be instrumented in various
ways (e.g., to transmit user feedback to a remote server). Other potential applications of the technology
include the following:
• Optimization of UIs (both Web and desktop) having some usability metric (instead of a commercial
success metric such as conversion rate) as the measure of performance. Usability literature provides
a number of such metrics (e.g., the time to complete tasks) [4] and even ways of combining them [22].
For instance, menus and toolbars could be automatically reorganized according to what different
groups of users actually employ and to how they behave (e.g., young and elderly users, which
typically have different ways of using software).
• Explicitly collaborative design applications. Although the experiment developed in this article make
users collaborate implicitly (i.e., each user is not aware that he or she is helping to optimize a
design), an explicit approach is possible. Users could, for example, be invited to consciously influence
the design of a Web site or other UI. This could lead to a greater sense of community and perhaps
motivate users to perform different or more complex interactions.
• Optimization of off-line artifacts, such as outdoor advertisements, by first performing on-line
experiments (e.g., asking users to rate the quality of the advertisement). Because physical artifacts
are typically more expensive than their digital representations, it is desirable to perform some
optimization in their design before investing in their actual physical production.
• As an example of non-graphical UI, one can imagine a telephone service in which options are spoken
to the user. How to phrase these options, as well as how to group them in each step of the overall
interaction, could be subject to similar experimentation and optimization.
All of these possible applications contain the same core elements: a hierarchical structure of components,
a performance metric and a set of users whose feedbacks guide the optimization.

5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The development of the approach took a number of failed experiments before it reached an effective
point. This was the case because a number of details cannot be determined a priori and must be
discovered empirically. In the present section, the main experimental result shown is a successful one,
which incorporates all improvements developed in this process, reflects the algorithm given above and is
used to validate it. It is instructive, however, to also examine one failed experiment, based on an earlier
version of the algorithm, in order to have a better understanding of some key details that determine the
effectiveness of the approach. Therefore, a such a failed experiment is presented afterwards in Section 5.1
and the critical differences are highlighted.
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Fig. 2. The top part of one of the initial individuals, randomly composed from the specification. Notice that the layout
differs considerably from what is seen in Figures 3a and 3b. Ultimately this layout was not the best, but it shows that
the approach is capable of generating structurally different UIs.

The successful experiment reported here includes all data available up to the moment of writing (except
for responses that were duplicated or did not provide the email address, which were removed). In total,
5,462 users were recruited to participate, half of which were used as a control group.
Users were acquired through an advertisement campaign. Once a user clicked on the advertisement, he
or she was randomly redirected to one of the following locations: a control page, which is not self-adaptive
(i.e., has a predefined, fixed, design) and models the store’s best guess of a good landing page using the
available primitive design elements (Figure 3a)10 ; and the adaptive GP-optimized page itself, which is
of course the main component of the experiment. Figure 3b shows the best optimized page after the
experiment was executed, whereas Figure 2 presents one of the pages in the initial population. Note,
in particular, the rather different layout of the latter with respect to the former (e.g., only one text
field, centralized, and with less text around it). Even more complex layout differences could be defined
if desired. As argued above, because genetic programs provide a way to represent hierarchies, they are
naturally capable of explicitly specifying arbitrary UI compositions. Such a capability is not present in
similar approaches that employ sequences of characteristics as genomes.
To evaluate the relative performance of the optimized page versus the control one, the following
procedure was adopted. Each response received (i.e., an email address) was marked either as main or
control, depending on whether it was collected via the main GP-optimized page or the control page,
respectively. For each sequential block of 50 such responses, the efficiency ratio of main responses per
10 The

store’s owner decided what she thought would be more attractive to her customers. Hence, the control presently used
is more of a sensible baseline. See Section 6 for a related discussion.
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(a) The top part of the control page, which remains
the same throughout the experiment.
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(b) The top part of the individual with the best fitness after
the experiment.

Fig. 3. Both pages are similar, but contain important differences. In (a) the title reads “Learn how to furnish your home
with style and sustainability” in Portuguese, and a featured image of a product is provided on the left. In (b), the title
reads “The trend is to be sustainable” in Portuguese, and a textual list of benefits is provided on the left.

control ones was calculated. A value above 1.0 indicates that the optimization is performing better than
the control, whereas a value below 1.0 indicates the opposite. This emphasizes the relative nature of
performance, which is always to be determined in relation to some baseline.
The results can be seen in Figure 4a, which was generated from the data shown in Table 1a. As
expected, initially the efficiency ratio remains below 1, and then moves above 1. On average, the optimized
page performed 20% better than the control one (i.e., an efficiency ratio of 1.2). In terms of conversion
rates, the optimized page had 12% and the control one had 9.9%. This result is statistically significant: a
T-test11 using the data of Table 1a shows that, with p < 0.0023, the average number of main responses is
greater than that of control responses (per block of 50 responses).
The linear upward trend, however, appears to have no statistical significance12 , which could mean that
a good solution was found right in the beginning of the process. Indeed, Figure 4b shows the average
fitness calculated at each evolutionary step. It fluctuates a little, but in general a convergence pattern
can be seen forming around step 20, which is rather early in the overall experiment.
It is also worth to note that the larger drop in performance seen around response 450 in Figure 4a
happens near a Friday. Previous smaller and more informal experiments have suggested that user behavior
changes close to weekends, thus making the learning performed up to that point less effective. If this is
indeed true, it would explain the observed drop and later rebound at the end of the weekend. Further
experiments must be performed in order to properly determine behavior seasonality and ways to minimize
its impact.
11 Calculated

using the scipy.stats.ttest_ind function from the SciPy library for the Python language.
first half of the efficiency ratios (i.e., up to response 300) was separated from the second half (i.e., up to response
600). A T-test considering these two groups found no evidence of a significant difference, although the average of the latter
is slightly greater.

12 The
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(a) The efficiency ratio per block of 50 responses.

(b) Average individual fitness per evolutionary step.

Fig. 4. As the successful experiment progresses, it is possible to calculate the efficiency ratio that measures how well
the optimization is performing in relation to the control. A linear regression shows that the overall tendency is above
1.0 and increasing, as can be seen in (a). During the experiment, occasionally (as determined by the ShouldEvolve()
function, see Section 4.3) an evolutionary step is given through the execution of Algorithm 2 and the average fitness of
individuals at that moment is recorded, as shown in (b). The absolute value of the fitness is not important (it merely
reflects implementation-specific decisions and can be scaled arbitrarily), only its change over time matters.

Beyond these numerical results, to inspect the actual individuals evolved can be enlightening too. For
instance, 8 out of the 10 top-performing GP individuals had a mention to discounts or monetary savings
(e.g., the tagline “Leave your email and get eligible for a special discount.”), a feature not present in the
control page. From a business perspective, this suggests that the target audience is price-sensitive, which
in turn may prompt managers to take specific actions.

5.1

Fine-tuning

The algorithm and related experimental results presented above depend on a number of specific parameters
and subtleties. Such a fine-tuning is not obvious. To examine the difficulties involved, let us consider
a previous failed experiment. It was similar to the successful one, including its size (4,676 users were
recruited, half of which formed the control group), but with three critical differences:
• The number of times a single GP individual receives feedback (i.e., is presented to a user) is different.
The successful version used an average of three expressions per GP individual (see the explanation
concerning the ShouldEvolve?() function in the fourth bullet point of Section 4.3.1), whereas the
failed one used an average of only one.
• The second difference relates to Algorithm 2. In the successful version, the elimination of the
worst individuals is carried out before everything, which means that the resulting population
will contain all new children generated. In contrast, the failed version mistakenly performed this
elimination right after reproduction, which meant that some new children could be eliminated from
the population immediately after creation, before having a chance to express themselves. This was
really a programming error that could have been avoided without empirical feedback, but it does
highlight a subtle difference and potential pitfall when dealing with a fitness function that must be
computed incrementally and not immediately.
• The third difference is the population base size. Although in principle a larger population is better
because it allows more candidate solutions to be explored, in the failed experiment a larger (50)
population was used in relation to the successful one (15). The results suggest that the successful
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Responses

Ratio main/control

Main

Control

Responses

Ratio main/control Main

Control

50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
550
600

0.85
1.27
1.38
1.17
1.5
1.08
1.27
1.5
0.78
0.85
1.94
1.38

23
28
29
27
30
26
28
30
22
23
33
29

27
22
21
23
20
24
22
20
28
27
17
21

50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
550
600
638

1
0.923
0.724
1.083
1.380
1.5
1.5
0.724
1.272
0.851
0.515
1.38
0.72

25
24
21
26
29
30
30
21
28
23
17
29
16

25
26
29
24
21
20
20
29
22
27
33
21
22

1.20

328

272

1.0

319

319

(a) Data collected from the successful experiment.

(b) Data collected from the failed experiment.

Table 1. Data was collected about every sequential block of 50 responses, for both the successful and the failed
experiments. A ratio main/control (i.e., the efficiency ratio) above 1.0 indicates that the the optimization is producing
pages that perform better than the control one; a value below 1.0 indicates the opposite.

algorithm can work even with relatively small populations and that a larger population does not
seem to compensate for the other two problems reported above.
These differences led to a decreasing performance trend, although initially the optimization worked
well (see Table 1b). In the end, 50% (319) of conversions came from the main page and 50% from the
control page, hence no optimization actually took place.
These observations show that the various details involved are not arbitrary, but rather follow from a
series of progressive improvements. They also highlight both the more sensitive parts of the approach
(e.g., the average number of expressions per GP individual) and the more robust ones (e.g., population
size).

6

CONCLUSION

This article showed how user interfaces can be composed out of simpler parts by using optimization
technology based on Genetic Programming. The technique depends on the availability of user feedback,
which is why the text and concrete example focused on Web pages, particularly landing pages, in which a
performance metric is available (the so-called conversion rate) and plenty of users can be easily recruited.
In the reported experiment, the GP-optimized page performed significantly better than the control page,
which shows that the overall technique is promising and worthy of further research. Nevertheless, more
experiments (targeting different audiences, types of page and products) and control pages completely
created by independent designers are required in order to fully assess and improve the current system.
An important drawback is the fact that the genetic algorithm, in the search for good solutions, also
produces and presents bad solutions to users. This problem is more prominent in initial iterations, but
owing to mutation and other sources of variability it may happen at any time as long as the algorithm
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is running. Whether this is tolerable or not is a business decision. A way to cope with this might be
simply to run the optimization for some time, select the top-performing solution, and make it permanent.
The issue can also be partly addressed by the cleverness of the designer, who may: pick primitive design
elements that almost always make some sense together; and specify more complex programs that enforce
various restrictions in the possible compositions.
Many technical improvements are possible. Alternatives can be devised both for the crossover (e.g.,
to be less conservative) and the mutation (e.g., to become a better source of variability) operators. All
parameters used, such as population size and the number of new children per iteration, can probably
be improved as well to deliver better population fitness or convergence times. More convenient program
statements for the specification of genomes may further facilitate the task of defining sensible design
possibilities, such as constraints to elaborate more concise or sophisticated specifications (e.g., to define
that a certain background image can only be used with a certain set of color schemes, no matter their
structural position in the program tree).
The design methodology appropriate to the presented technology can also be the subject of deeper
studies. It is conceivable, for example, that some form of iterative process that alternates between the
designer and the optimization algorithm could be developed. Insights from one optimization round could
lead the designer to imagine new possibilities, change the design specification accordingly, start a new
round and so on. Another related area of research would be how to modularize and later reuse parts of
designs in different applications, which would help with scalability. In fact, there are many other similar
concerns. Just like software engineers have created a profusion of different processes to allow them to
work better, so too designers having such an optimization technology could develop various methods and
best practices.
By automating one part of the design task, this technology makes designers more powerful: instead of
devising a few very particular solutions, they become capable of investigating large families of solutions.
Methodologically, this is perhaps the most interesting aspect of this and similar works. Far from eliminating
the human component, automation may simply free up the human intellect for greater achievements.
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